We present a middleware system UPRE enabling personalized web search for users with different preferences. The input for UPRE is user evaluation of some objects in scale from the worst to the best. Our model is inspired by existing models of distributed middleware search. We use both inductive and deductive tasks to find user preferences and consequently best objects.
Introduction and motivation
Today we can find many techniques in searching user relevant objects. Imagine a portal of hotel searching system. Typically such portals are based on a faceted browser, a form search system or a full text search system. We present quite uncommon approach proposed by our User PREference search system UPRE. This system can be used individually or added as a next functionality to the mentioned search approaches.
When a user wants to specify to UPRE the objects he prefers, he needs to evaluate several objects in some scale (from the worst to the best). These objects can be a representative set of samples or objects found during a visit of a portal. After evaluation of some objects our system can learn user preferences based on (possibly hidden) attributes or properties of objects and give to the user the best objects from the whole set of objects. An example of such user evaluation system can be seen on figure 1.
Typical objects we want to search are hotels, job offers, papers, pictures, books, presentations, conferences etc. The decision of which object is better is usually based on object properties. We need to model user preferences to object properties and to an importance of the properties. Let us consider the following example: Imagine a user looking for a hotel which has good price, good distance from airport and has good equipment in rooms. The meaning of goodness can be for each user (or group of users) different. For the price of hotels, one user can prefer cheap hotels (student), second prefers expensive hotels (manager) and the other one prefers middle price (professor). The natural meaning of this ordering is that the user determines the relations "'better" or "worse" between any two values of a given property. For each such property, user has a notion about the ordering of objects based on real value of property from an attribute domain. We prefer to express local properties by fuzzy functions instead of strict restrictions. For example if we specify a strict restriction "price ≤ 100$" the system does not find any hotel of the cost 101$, however this hotel can be better in other attributes than hotels satisfying the given restriction. We call orderings (expressed by fuzzy functions) of particular attribute domains the user local preferences. Note that in UPRE we need to learn local preferences from user's evaluation of objects.
However, we need to compare whole objects -one hotel can be better in price, another in distance. This human feature (called global preferences) is modeled e.g. in multicriterial decision making. Usual way to express global preferences is to use a combination function which states the weights of the local preferences. We call this function an aggregation function @. For example the aggregation function @ U (7*cheap U (x)+2*near U (x))/9 states for hotel x the whole evaluation for a user U. Functions cheap U and near U express the local preferences and @ U the global preference for user U. @ U express that user U prefers more cheap hotels than near ones (it does not mean that user prefers far hotels).
We assume, and it is not unusual in the semantic web, to have distributed properties of the objects. For example if we want to find a good hotel, the information about price and room equipments should be collected on one server and the distance from airport can be stored on another. Another server should collect information e.g. about year of construction or ranking of hotels by users visiting hotels in the past etc.
Our approach to a communication with a user differs from well known faceted browser [11] that reduces a total number of displayed instances by strict restrictions. The second way of specifying the objects to retrieve is a skyline [1] . In this model we can assume ordered local preferences. In the skyline, there are objects that are not dominated by any other object. Object x dominates object y if x has greater or equal score in all properties and is strictly greater in at least one property than y. First solution in the field of distributed middleware querying was presented by W. Balke et al. [6] . The lack of this approach is that it gives many results if we consider more properties and they are not ordered by the grade of relevancy to user requirements.
We started from the model of a distributed search presented by R. Fagin [4] . In this model the ordered local preferences are combined by a monotone aggregation function. In our approach we simulate the aggregation function by rules of monotone classification.
This paper is structured in compliance with the figure 2:
In our system UPRE if user wants to find suitable objects we give him a set of objects, representative samples, and their properties (e.g. some hotels and their prices, distances from airport, pictures, etc.). User evaluates/ranks these objects according to his/her impression, belief. Using the ranking, our system detects the user's local preferences (in chapter 2), so we determine the type of a user specified by ontology (in chapter 3). From these local preferences and from the user's evaluation we learn the user's global preferences (in chapter 4). Consecutively, by means of these global preferences we find relevant objects for the user (in chapter 5). User can evaluate them and start the whole process again. Chapter 6 concludes our paper. 
Detecting local preferences
To learn local preferences, user evaluates several objects -hotels in our example -(see table 1). The attributes in our example are: distance from the city center, price of the accommodation and equipment of rooms (without equipments, TV, internet or both). The user classifies every hotel into one of the three classes (categories): poor, good and excellent according to the relevance of the hotel to him. In real world we use 7 classes of Likert scale.
The local preferences can be detected by other statistical methods. The system QUIN [2] for a qualitative data mining which discovers trends in data gives promising results (1). (1)
The attribute distance has positive influence and the attribute price has negative influence to the user evaluation on the whole domain of attributes.
Moreover with the QUIN it is possible to detect preferences, in which the middle or the marginal values of the domains of attributes are the best.
Local preferences can be detected also by statistical regression. It needs some modification to our requirements (if middle or marginal values are better).
Note that "equipment" is a text attribute so it needs no ordering detection. We focus on distance and price.
Model of User Preference Ontology
Data that we use in our examples are stored in domain ontology of hotels. Hotels are resources with properties like price, room equipment, distance from the city center etc. We want to store the user preferences as well. We can use the stored preferences for later sessions of a user and propose e.g. better start objects to new evaluation. A part of this ontology is on figure 3. We suppose that properties are potentially stored on different places or in different data stores in their domain ontologies. We proposed UPRE ontology to explain data sources. For each suitable property we define several orderings and give them understandable names e.g. for price we can define cheap, middle_price and expensive (see figure 3) . The string literal attached by hasFunction represents, in this example, the fuzzy function obtained from two partial values from domain ontology: currency and sum.
When we learn local preferences of current user we can access him suitable ordering definitions for each object property. Using user profile we can use congruous ordering in the search phase Instances of the user preference ontology are created offline. Thus we can prepare list that don't need to reorder online in the query time.
Learning global preferences
We learn user's global preferences by the method of Ordinal Classification with Monotonicity Constraints described in [7, 8] . This method is based on Inductive Logic Programming ILP system ALEPH [9] , the wellknown relational data mining model [3] .
In the learning process we compute the user's global preferences by using his/her local preferences (learned by QUIN). We use ILP because our local preferences (orderings) can be represented well in this framework (by definite clauses).
A usual aggregation function can be easily simulated by monotone classification rules in the sense of many valued logic. The results of our approach (the user's global preferences) computed from the data in our illustrative example are the following classification rules about the relevance of hotels to user preferences (see figure 3 ): • evaluation = excellent IF distance>=500 AND price<=99 AND services={tv,internet} • evaluation = good IF (distance>=500 AND services={tv}) • evaluation = good IF (price<=99 AND services={internet}) The meaning of any classification rule is as follows: If the attributes of object x fulfill expressions on the right side of the rule (body) then the overall value of x is at least the same as on the left side of the rule (head). During the simulation of computation of aggregation function we can simply test the validity of requirements of the rules from the strongest rule to weaker ones. When we find the rule that holds, we can say that the overall value of the object is the value on the left side of the rule. Since we test the sorted rules, we always rank the object with the highest possible value.
Relevant object search
We stated that our model allows distributed properties of the objects. We want use the capability of web services to provide needed properties. We stared from the model of a distributed search presented by R. Fagin [4] . The main idea is to browse only necessary data from web services until the system is sure that it has top-k objects already. In this model he assumes ordered local preferences combined by a monotone aggregation function. We can simulate the aggregation function by rules obtained by Ordinal Classification with Monotonicity Constraints.
In our implementation we use 3P-NRA algorithm [5] inspired by [4, 6] .
Conclusions
In our model we improved R.Fagin's model [4] of middleware search (based on aggregation function) by adding the inductive (learning) part and preprocessing part. The inductive part was used to learn local and global preferences. In preprocessing we combined domain ontology on possibly different sources and user preference ontology. Theoretical foundation is in [10] .
The main result of the model is the integration of all mentioned components in the process of finding best objects to users according to their own preferences.
Our approach is used also in the Slovak project NAZOU -Tools for acquisition, organization and maintenance of knowledge in an environment of heterogeneous information resources 1 to find relevant job offers for the user according to him/her preferences. The domain of this project is different from the one used in this paper, thus we have another domain for testing purposes. We can constitute that our model is domain-independent.
In future we want to implement the automatic detection of user types according to their common local preferences and thus to compute just the global preferences (e.g. young people like cheap hotels not to be near to a centre while the older ones prefers hotels near to centre, however these are a bit more expensive, etc.). The presentation module of our system needs further improvements, too.
1 http://nazou.fiit.stuba.sk Finally, since our system is domain-independent, it is easy to install to any search applications what makes our approach useful in the commercial sphere, too. It can be used individually or added as a new functionality.
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